[The role of the HLA system in the genetics of Type I diabetes mellitus].
Major determinants of susceptibility to Type 1 (insulin-dependent) diabetes (IDDM) have been mapped to the HLA complex, near to or identical with genes encoding class II molecules. The association of IDDM with HLA-DR3 and/or DR4 antigens and the highest risk for DR3/4 heterozygotes suggest a synergistic effect of the two haplotypes. The characterization at the molecular level of the class II region has provided evidence that DQ rather than DR determinants may primarily influence the disease. In caucasians the susceptibility strongly correlates with the absence of aspartic acid at position 57 on the DQ beta chain and/or the presence of arginine at position 52 on the DQ alpha chain. The formation of a putative DQ susceptibility molecule (DQ alpha Arg52+, DQ beta Asp57-) accounts best for the disease associations when trans-complementation between alpha and beta chains encoded by different haplotypes is postulated to explain the excess of heterozygotes. Observations in other populations and in animal models indicate, however, that other residues on DQ alpha and beta chains, other class II (DR beta) molecules and non-HLA linked genes also contribute to the susceptibility. The mechanism(s) by which susceptibility determinants influence IDDM is not known. It is probably in relation with the role of class II molecules in the antigen presentation to T lymphocytes.